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Abstract
Four-dimensional phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (4D PC-MRI) allows the non-invasive acquisi-
tion of time-resolved, three-dimensional blood flow information. Stroke volumes (SVs) and regurgitation fractions
(RFs) are two of the main measures to assess the cardiac function and severity of valvular pathologies. The flow
rates in forward and backward direction through a plane above the aortic or pulmonary valve are required for
their quantification. Unfortunately, the calculations are highly sensitive towards the plane’s angulation since or-
thogonally passing flow is considered. This often leads to physiologically implausible results. In this work, a robust
quantification method is introduced to overcome this problem. Collaborating radiologists and cardiologists were
carefully observed while estimating SVs and RFs in various healthy volunteer and patient 4D PC-MRI datasets
with conventional quantification methods, i.e., using a single plane above the valve that is freely movable along
the centerline. By default it is aligned perpendicular to the vessel’s centerline, but free angulation (rotation) is
possible. This facilitated the automation of their approach which, in turn, allows to derive statistical information
about the plane angulation sensitivity. Moreover, the experts expect a continuous decrease of the blood flow volume
along the vessel course. Conventional methods are often unable to produce this behavior. Thus, we present a pro-
cedure to fit a monotonous function that ensures such physiologically plausible results. In addition, this technique
was adapted for the usage in branching vessels such as the pulmonary artery. The performed informal evaluation
shows the capability of our method to support diagnosis; a parameter evaluation confirms the robustness. Vortex
flow was identified as one of the main causes for quantification uncertainties.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.9 [Computing Methodologies]: Image Processing
and Computer Vision—Applications

1 Introduction
The genesis and evolution of cardiovascular diseases
(CVDs) depends on various factors. Recent works have
shown that atypical flow patterns such as vortices can be
found in many pathologies of the cardiovascular system
[FSS∗12, HHM∗10, KGP∗13]. Yet, when it comes to assess-
ing the severity, quantitative measures are essential.

4D phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI)
allows to gain insight into the patient-specific hemodynam-
ics. Such time-resolved, three-dimensional flow information
have a great potential to support diagnosis and the choice
of appropriate treatments. Advances in recent years greatly

reduced acquisition times and thus increased the viability
for clinical routine [HSD13]. However, 4D PC-MRI acqui-
sitions are currently mostly performed for the sole purpose
of research. There is a lack of standardized, easy-to-use and
(semi-)automatic approaches that increase the practical ap-
plicability [MFK∗12]. Though, different research groups ex-
plore the potential of 4D PC-MRI by developing new and
improving existing evaluation methods. In addition, reliabil-
ity is validated via comparisons to the current 2D PC-MRI
standard as well as simulated CFD data.

Two of the most important quantitative measures to as-
sess the cardiac function are stroke volumes (SV) and re-
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gurgitation fractions (RFs). The first describes the volume
of pumped blood per heartbeat. Thus, it is the net flow
volume (NFV), i.e., the difference between forward (FFV)
and backward flow volume (BFV) above the aortic or pul-
monary valve. The second characterizes the percentaged
backward flow volume (PBFV) into the corresponding ven-
tricle during diastole. Both quantifications require the flow
rates in forward and backward direction through a plane
that is usually aligned orthogonally to the vessel’s centerline.
Unfortunately, the calculations are highly dependent on the
plane’s angulation. Unlike 2D PC-MRI, where unsatisfying
results make a whole new acquisition necessary, 4D PC-MRI
datasets contain the patient’s full four-dimensional flow in-
formation. This allows to evaluate multiple planes with dif-
ferent positions and angulations after the scan.

In this work, various healthy volunteer and patient datasets
were analyzed in close collaboration with radiologists and
cardiologists. We carefully observed their manual approach
to estimate SVs and RFs while anticipating the high sensi-
tivity towards the plane angulation. From this we derived an
automatic procedure which systematically analyzes multiple
angulations for one position on the vessel’s centerline. The
obtained statistical information facilitate the robust quantifi-
cation of the measures and the visualization of uncertainties.

The collaborating experts expect the SV, i.e., the highest
NFV, directly above the aortic or pulmonary valve. From
there a continuous decrease along the vessel course is as-
sumed due to smaller vessels that branch off and supply
blood to certain body regions. However, noise and a low
spatio-temporal data resolution often lead to physiologi-
cally implausible results, i.e., the NFV development is not
monotonous. We employed these two expectations as heuris-
tics to establish a procedure that fits a function which guar-
antees the desired behavior. In addition, we adapted this
method for the use in branching vessels such as the pul-
monary artery. Summarizing, the main contributions of this
paper are:

• We automated the cardiologists’ and radiologists’ man-
ual approach to determine net flow and stroke volumes
as well as percentaged backward flow volumes and re-
gurgitation fractions despite of the calculations’ high sen-
sitivity towards the plane angulation. Derived statistical
information are used to illustrate uncertainties. Potential
causes are identified in an informal evaluation of selected
datasets. This work is an extension of a previous paper
[KPG∗14].

• We employed the experts’ expectations about the net flow
volume development along the vessel course to create a
procedure that fits a physiologically plausible function.

• We put emphasis on a GPU implementation and thus pro-
vide detailed information about required data models.

Section 2 provides basic information about 4D PC-MRI,
related quantification and visualization techniques. Section
3 continues with medical background including selected
pathologies, data acquisition and preprocessing. Require-

ments are analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 explains our ro-
bust quantification method. We present and discuss results in
Section 6 and draw conclusions in Section 7.

2 Related Work
4D PC-MRI: Markl et al. [MFK∗12] provide an overview
about 4D PC-MRI. Calkoen et al. [CRvdG∗14] document
its high flexibility by summarizing recent applications. Soft-
ware solutions were introduced that provide a data prepro-
cessing pipeline [HFS∗11]. Temporal maximum intensity
projections (TMIPs) are contrast-enhanced images for ves-
sel segmentation [vPBB∗10].
Qualitative 4D PC-MRI Data Analysis: Particle animations
as well as integral lines enhanced with halos [MTHG03]
and illumination [ZSH96] are common flow visualization
techniques that can be adapted for the cardiac context. Il-
lustrative [BMGS13] and other expressive visualizations
[HGH∗10] are used to reduce visual clutter and to enhance
the spatial perception. Lawonn et al. [LGP14] address the
combined visualization of vessels with internal blood flow.
Lens-based focus-and-context visualization [GNBP11] as
well as special widgets to probe the flow guided by the vas-
cular anatomy [NJB∗11] support the qualitative analysis of
the highly complex data. Line predicates were used to extract
vortex flow [BPM∗13] and the λ2 criterion was determined
as most suitable for the cardiac context [KGP∗13]. Noise ro-
bustness was improved using an orthogonal decomposition
of the flow data [CBW∗14].
Quantitative 4D PC-MRI Data Analysis: Stroke volumes
help to assess the cardiac function and severity of patholo-
gies [FSS∗12, RAFJ∗14]. Flow rates are the basis for their
quantification. Hoogeveen et al. [HBV99] document errors
when they are calculated as flow through a plane, which is
the common way in 2D PC-MRI. Thus, they introduced a
model-based approach with increased accuracy. Bakker et
al. [BHV99] summarized potential sources of errors in 2D
PC-MRI acquisitions such as aliasing (phase wraps). Al-
tered wall shear stress is associated with different patholo-
gies. It can be approximated from 4D PC-MRI data although
the calculation is highly sensitive towards the spatial resolu-
tion [vOPG∗13]. Hope et al. [HSD13] provide an overview
of further quantitative measures.

3 Medical Background
4D PC-MRI blood flow data help to correlate cardiovascular
diseases to different qualitative and quantitative aspects.

3.1 Cardiac Function
During systole, oxygenated blood is pumped from the left
ventricle through the aortic valve into the systemic circu-
lation while deoxygenated blood is pumped from the right
ventricle through the pulmonary valve into the pulmonary
circulation.
Net Flow Volume: Using 4D PC-MRI, net flow volumes
(NFVs) can be obtained in an arbitrary vessel section as flow
through a plane. A common default is to align the plane or-
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Figure 1: (a) Each three (xyz) magnitude (top) and phase images (bottom) describe the flow strength and direction, respectively.
(b) Top: a 3D segmentation is performed on a temporal maximum intensity projection (TMIP) of the magnitude images and used
to extract the vessel mesh including centerline. Bottom: vortex flow is extracted after the phase images were corrected. (c) Our
robust method for a junction-free centerline is applied.

thogonal to the vessel’s centerline. However, since only or-
thogonally passing flow contributes to the NFV, angles be-
tween the measurement plane’s normal vector and velocity
vectors obtained on the plane are critical.
Stroke Volume: The stroke volume (SV) is the amount of
pumped blood per heartbeat from either the left or the right
ventricle. Therefore, it is the NFV measured directly above
the aortic or pulmonary valve. The average of both values
over multiple heartbeats should coincide.
Percentaged Backward Flow Volume: If a valve does not
close properly during diastole, a percentage of the ejected
blood (PBFV) flows back.
Regurgitation Fraction: The regurgitation fraction (RF) is
the PBFV into the left or right ventricle. Thus, it is mea-
sured directly above the malfunctioning aortic or pulmonary
valve. RFs below 5% occur even in healthy persons and are
considered as unproblematic [WKS∗09].

3.2 Selected Pathologies
Flow in the aorta and pulmonary artery is normally laminar
with a parabolic velocity profile. Vortices potentially disturb
this pattern which influences the NFV / SV and PBFV / RF
calculations. Thus, we explain selected pathologies that pro-
mote such complex flow. Natural slight helices can occur in
the aortic arch and right pulmonary artery [BPS∗13].
Vessel Diameter Alterations: An ectasia denominates a ves-
sel dilation up to 1.5 times the original diameter; above they
are called aneurysm. A coarctation / stenosis is a pathologic
narrowing. The altered morphology promotes the formation
of vortex flow in the corresponding vessel section.
Valve Defects: A healthy aortic valve consists of three
leaflets. In bicuspid aortic valves (BAV) two of them adhere.
The altered BAV’s opening characteristics often cause sys-
tolic vortex flow in the ascending aorta [HHM∗10].
Tetralogy of Fallot: This congenital pathology is charac-
terized by four conditions. It is surgically corrected within

months after birth. However, this leads to a progressing pul-
monary insufficiency. Increased vortex flow was observed in
the pulmonary artery and right ventricle [FSS∗12].

3.3 Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
A cyclic 4D PC-MRI dataset covers one full heart beat and
consists of each three (xyz) time-resolved magnitude and
phase images that represent the flow strength and direction,
respectively. Our datasets were acquired with a 3 T Mag-
netom Verio MR (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany)
with a dedicated 32-channel cardiac coil. An acquisition
took about 20 minutes. The echo and repetition time were
3.2 and 6.1 ms, respectively. The sampling bandwidth was
491 Hz/pixel. Prospective echocardiographic (ECG) gating
was performed to minimize heart and wall motion artifacts.
The VENC parameter for the maximum expected velocity
was set to 1.5 m/s – a common choice for aortic blood flow
[MFK∗12]. The grid size is 132 rows×192 columns×15–23
slices for each of the 14–21 time steps. The obtained spatial
resolution is 1.77 mm×1.77 mm×3.5 mm with about 50 ms
difference between subsequent temporal positions. Achiev-
ing higher, e.g., isotropic resolutions would significantly in-
crease the acquisition times, which is not feasible for the
clinical context. Respiratory control was not carried out for
the same reason. Artifacts in the phase images were reduced
via eddy current correction [WCS∗93] and phase unwrap-
ping [DR04]. Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline.
Vessel Segmentation: A TMIP of the magnitude images rep-
resents the maximum flow velocity during the cardiac cycle
per voxel. Thus, a corresponding segmentation is a 3D ap-
proximation of the dynamic vessel. The normally centrally
located main blood flow jet appears prominently, while near-
wall regions and vessel sections with greater valve distance
may lack contrast. Therefore, the use of a non-automatic
segmentation method that allows user corrections seems ap-
propriate. Threshold-based methods such as region grow-
ing might not handle the varying contrasts, whereas model-
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based methods such as active contours have to compromise
between high flexibility in order to capture pathologic ves-
sel shapes and noise robustness. LiveWire [SPP00] would be
convenient if one finds a suitable cost function and is willing
to process each image slice individually.

We decided to employ a 3D graph cut (GridCut) [BK01,
JSH12, LS10]. The only user task is to specify regions in-
and outside the vessel, which is intuitive for medical doc-
tors. The amount of required input depends on the TMIP
quality. Edge weights between nodes in the graph are set to
exp(−α · ||∇I||2), where I ∈ [0,1] are the image intensities
and the tolerance parameter α = 1000 (our default) was ex-
perimentally determined. The segmentation is postprocessed
with kernel size 3 morphological closing and opening.
Surface and Centerline Reconstruction: Marching cubes
(VTK) is performed on the binary segmentation to extract
the vessel surface. The subsequent centerline extraction cal-
culates minimum arc length paths that follow local maxima
on the distance map which is based on the Voronoi diagram
of the surface points [AIR03]. The user specifies a start-
and one or multiple endpoints and thus can indirectly ex-
clude undesired vessel branches from the centerline topol-
ogy. Further parameters are not required. A branch split-
ting is employed in this work to distinguish between the left
and right pulmonary artery [AS04]. A robust implementa-
tion of both methods is provided by VMTK [PVS∗09]. The
centerline is resampled from an interpolating cubic spline
(ALGLIB) to guarantee equal distances of 0.5 mm (our de-
fault) between successive points. For visualization purposes,
a volume-preserving smoothing [TZG96], which was ap-
proved for medical surface models [BHP06], as well as dec-
imation [Hop99] is applied to the mesh (VTK).
Flow Field Evaluation: Velocity vectors ~u ∈ R3 are com-
posed using the DOPRI5(4) scheme [DP80]. Each of the re-
quired samples ~v ∈ R3 at the spatio-temporal position ~p =
(~x, t), ~x ∈ R3 in the flow field V is calculated via quadri-
linear interpolation. The temporally adjacent velocity vec-
tors ~vbtc = V(~x,btc) and ~vdte = V(~x,dte) are obtained by
hardware-accelerated trilinear interpolation. ~v is their linear
interpolation with the weight t−btc. Our datasets are small
enough to fit into the GPU’s memory. Thus, data streaming
approaches are not necessary.

4 Requirement Analysis
All necessary interactions should fit to the clinicians’ mental
model and utilize their in-depth understanding of anatomical
shapes including occurring variations, e.g., due to patholo-
gies. Therefore, we have to avoid parameter settings that do
not correlate to such medical knowledge and provide reason-
able default values for numerical input whenever possible.

The automatic evaluation of different plane angulations
should need only a small number of angulation samples in
order to limit the computational effort. Thus, an adequate
sample distribution is required. The obtained information

about the NFV deviation shall be utilized to provide insight
into uncertainties.

A proper function has to be determined that represents the
expected continuous NFV decrease along the vessel course
after a peak value (the SV) above the valve. To ensure that
the NFV is properly preserved in case of branching vessels,
a comparison and, if necessary, correction of the NFV before
and after the junction is required.

To exploit the high computational power of the GPU, al-
gorithm parallelization as well as an appropriate data struc-
ture for the measuring planes are required.

5 Robust Cardiac Function Assessment
In the following, we describe the NFV as well as PBFV eval-
uation with increased robustness for one measuring plane at
a specific position on the centerline. Afterwards, we employ
this procedure to determine a physiologically plausible NFV
development along the vessel course and derive the SV as
well as the RF. The last part is about necessary adjustments
to facilitate usage in branching vessels.

5.1 Observations
Figure 2 shows the typical situation in a patient dataset with
pathologic vortex flow where three slightly different mea-
suring planes produce SVs of 35, 83 and 110 ml. Care-
fully observing our collaborating cardiologists and radiolo-
gists in such unsatisfying situations gave insight into their
usual approach. They evaluate multiple measuring planes
with slightly different positions as well as angulations and
estimate a plausible SV based on their experience. We as-
sume that this value is the mean or median of the samples.
We also observed that the problem of uncertain quantifica-
tion is reduced in healthy volunteer datasets.

5.2 Evaluation of a Single Position on the Centerline
In this section, we present the robust NFV quantification
method which is an automation of the observed manual ap-
proach. We start with a detailed description of the employed
measuring plane model and provide basic information about
the NFV calculation. Then, we proceed with the system-
atic angulation sample generation, summarize our GPU-
supported evaluation procedure and apply this principle to
the PBFV quantification.

(a (b) (c)

Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]Velocity [m/s]
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Figure 2: Slighty different measuring plane configurations
produce 35 (a), 83 (b) and 110 ml (c) NFV in this patient
with systolic vortex flow in the ectatic ascending aorta.
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Figure 3: (a) A measuring plane was fitted to the ascending aorta of this healthy volunteer. (b) Poisson-distributed angulation
samples (green) were generated on a α = π/4 =̂ 45o sphere section (red) around the plane’s (blue) normal vector (orange).
(c) The net flow volume (NFV) is obtained as integral of the time-dependent flow rate. (d, e) Local coordinate systems of
measurement planes orthogonal to the aorta’s centerline without (d) and with (e) consistent alignment.

Plane Model: Hoogeveen et al. [HBV99] focused on small
arteries. They made the simplifying model assumptions that
a vessel is cylindrical, straight and has a parabolic veloc-
ity profile. However, the aorta and pulmonary artery are the
largest arteries in the body, curved and the parabolic veloc-
ity profile can be disturbed in case of vortex flow. Therefore,
their approach might not be suitable for the cardiac context.

We model a measuring plane as grid with the following
components: ~g = (gx,gy)

T, g{x,y} ∈ N is a parameter that
describes the number of rectangles in x- and y-dimension,
~s = (sx,sy)

T, s{x,y} ∈ R is the size per rectangle.~c ∈ R3 is a
center position close to or on the vessel’s centerline.~n ∈ R3

is the plane’s normal vector, i.e., angulation that is com-
monly set to the corresponding normalized centerline tan-
gent. ~nx and ~ny ∈ R3 form a local orthonormal system with
~n. ~nx is determined via cross product of ~n with the x-axis
(1,0,0)T. If ||~nx|| = 0, the cross product is performed with
the y-axis. If the length of~nx is still 0, the z-axis is used.~ny
is obtained as~nx×~n.

These information are sufficient to calculate world coor-
dinates ~w ∈ R3 for every grid position (x,y):

~w =~c+
(

sx ·~nx ·
(

x− gx

2

))
+
(

sy ·~ny ·
(

y−
gy

2

))
(1)

The low memory requirements are advantageous for GPU
computation.
Fitting a Plane to the Vessel: The size per rectangle~s ∈ R2

has to be determined by fitting the plane P to the vessel. For
this purpose, the plane’s intersection curve with the triangu-
lar vessel mesh is determined. Then, the maximum extents
in~nx and~ny dimension are analyzed and~s is set accordingly
so that P is the minimum axis-aligned bounding rectangle
(AABR) of the vessel cross-section. ~c is set to the AABR’s
center. Figure 3a shows an example of a plane fitted to the
ascending aorta.
Basic Net Flow Volume Quantification: The time-dependent
flow rate fr(t) , t ∈ [0,T –1], where T is the number of tempo-
ral positions in the dataset, is required to calculate the NFV

for the plane P:

fr(t) = sx · sy ·~n ·
gx−1

∑
x=0

gy−1

∑
y=0

S
(
P(x,y)

)
·V
(
P(x,y) , t

)
with S

(
P(x,y)

)
=

{
1, P(x,y) inside vessel
0, else

(2)

P(x,y) is the grid position (x,y) transformed to world co-
ordinates ~w (see Equation 1). V(P(x,y), t) are velocity vec-
tors ~u in the flow field V, which is given by the phase im-
ages. The product sx · sy is the area per rectangular grid ele-
ment. Since a 4D PC-MRI dataset contains one full heart-
beat, fr(t) is periodic. The integral of fr(t) provides the
NFV, depicted in Figure 3c. A periodic spline fitting (AL-
GLIB) is utilized in the implementation. The vessel segmen-
tation is employed to realize S (P(x,y)). This allows to ex-
ploit hardware-accelerated 3D texture lookups on the GPU.
Plane Angulation Sample Generation: The automatic eval-
uation of different plane angulation samples ~a, i.e., normal
vectors requires their systematic generation. All possible an-
gulations form a half sphere, where the plane’s original nor-
mal vector~n points to the top. The maximum angle between
~n and ~a is α = π/2 =̂ 90o. Lower α values restrict the an-
gulation to a smaller sphere section. Thus, α describes an
angulation tolerance.

The inverse cumulative distribution function (CDF)
method allows to generate uniformly distributed samples on
a sphere within [θ1,θ2] and [φ1,φ2], where θ and φ are lon-
gitude and latitude, respectively:

θ = acos
(

cos(θ1)+u ·
(
cos(θ2)− cos(θ1)

))
φ = φ1 + v · (φ2−φ1) (3)

u and v ∈ [0,1] are uniformly distributed random numbers.
For~n = (0,0,1)T the sphere section is described by φ1 = 0,
φ2 = 2π , θ1 = 0 and θ2 = α ∈ [0,π/2]. The samples are
transformed from spherical coordinates (1,θ ,φ) to Carte-
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Algorithm 1 Robust Net Flow Volume Quantification

1: procedure ROBUST_NFV
2: P← measuring plane (Sec. 5.2)
3: A← angulation samples
4: for i← 0 to size(A)–1 do
5: /*normal*/ P.~n← Ai
6: P.~nx, P.~ny← orthonormal system construction
7: /*scale*/ P.~s← fit P to vessel mesh
8: GPU buffer← add parameters of current P
9: F← FLOWRATES_GPU() // one thread per angulation

10: NFV← net flow volumes
11: for i← 0 to size(A)–1 do
12: f ← time-resolved flow rates Fi for Ai
13: S← periodic spline fitted to f
14: NFVi← integral of S (Fig. 3c)
15: return NFV

1: procedure FLOWRATES_GPU()
2: P← current measuring plane configuration
3: V← flow field
4: T ← number of temporal positions
5: fr← flow rate vector of size T
6: for x← 0 to /*grid size x*/ P.gx–1 do
7: for y← 0 to /*grid size y*/ P.gy–1 do
8: ~w← (x,y) to world coordinates
9: if ~w in binary vessel segmentation then

10: for t← 0 to T –1 do
11: ~u← V(~w, t) (Sec. 3.3)
12: frt ← frt +~u ·P.~n
13: for t← 0 to T –1 do
14: frt ← frt · (P.sx ·P.sy) // area per rectangle in grid

15: return fr

sian coordinates (x,y,z) and used to obtain the angulation
sample ~a = x ·~nx + y ·~ny + z ·~n, where ~nx and ~ny are part of
the plane’s local orthonormal system (LCS).

We generate Poisson-distributed angulations [Jon06] to
ensure that the whole sphere section is covered with a small
number of samples, which limits computational effort. The
parameter dmin describes the minimum distance of two an-
gulations on the unit sphere surface. A new distribution is
calculated for each plane evaluation to avoid bias. Figure 3b
depicts the angulation samples.
Robust Net Flow Volume Quantification: The NFV deter-
mination for one plane is summarized in Algorithm 1. The
evaluation of all angulations provides a range of NFVs with
an unknown distribution and possible outliers. Thus, the me-
dian of these samples is used as robust result.
Robust Percentaged Backward Flow Volume Quantifica-
tion: The NFV determination is directly applicable for the
PBFV quantification. This requires the forward (FFV) and
backward flow volume (BFV). They are calculated as inte-
gral of the positive and negative part of the flow rate fr(t),
i.e., they are the curve’s area above and below 0, respec-

tively. For this purpose, line 14 in the ROBUST_NFV pro-
cedure of Algorithm 1 is adapted accordingly. Analogous to
the NFV, the FFV / BFV distributions’ median values are
used as result. The PBFV for one position on the centerline
is then obtained as BFV/(FFV+BFV).

5.3 Evaluation of a Junction-free Centerline
In the following, we explain how to obtain the SV as well as
RF and a process to fit a physiologically plausible function to
the NFV development along the vessel course. The resulting
function represents our collaborators’ expectations.
Denoising Plane Sizes: The fitting of planes to the vessel
cross-section might produce degenerated sizes if the seg-
mentation contains perpendicularly branching vessels. The
scales~s per rectangular grid element will be too large which
negatively affects the NFV quantification. Therefore, we per-
form a smoothing of scales along the centerline as a prepro-
cessing step. For this purpose, a consistent alignment of the
planes’ local coordinate systems (LCSs) is required. Unfor-
tunately, if the LCS of each plane is constructed indepen-
dently using cross products with the x-, y- and z-axis (recall
Sec. 5.2) there will be a twist, as shown in Figure 3d. There-
fore, only the first plane’s LCS ~n 0, ~n 0

x , ~n 0
y is determined

this way. Consistent orientation of~n i,~n i
x ,~n i

y , i > 0 with its
predecessor~n i−1,~n i−1

x ,~n i−1
y is achieved by employing the

angle θ and rotation axis~r i =
(
ri

x, ri
y, ri

z
)T between~n i and

~n i−1:

θ = acos
(
~n i ·~n i−1

)
~r i =~n i×~n i−1 (4)

If ||~r i = 0||, i.e., the normal vectors point in the same di-
rection, then ~n i

x = ~n i−1
x and ~n i

y = ~n i−1
y . Otherwise, ~n i

x =

R ·~n i−1
x and ~n i

y = R ·~n i−1
y , where R is the general rotation

matrix around~r i:

R = cosθ · I+sinθ ·

 0 -ri
z ri

y

ri
z 0 -ri

x

-ri
y ri

x 0

+(1-cosθ) ·
(
~r i ·~r i T

)
(5)

I is the 3×3 identity matrix. Figure 3e shows ~nx and ~ny of
the aligned LCS after resampling from a cubic spline (AL-
GLIB), where the parameter ρ ∈ [−15,15] controls a non-
linearity penalization. ρ = 2 is used as default value which,
according to the library developers, corresponds to a moder-
ate amount of non-linearity.
Stroke Volume Determination: The robust NFV determina-
tion (Algorithm 1) is performed for each of the equidistant
centerline points. The x-axis in Figure 4 describes the cen-
terline points in flow direction so that the left part of the
plot corresponds to the approximate valve location. The yel-
low boxes in Figure 4a show the interquartile ranges (IQRs),
which are the middle 50% of the sorted NFV samples. Large
ranges indicate high sensitivity to the angulation and thus
uncertainty in the corresponding vessel section. The thin
blue curve interpolates the median NFVs. The SV is ob-
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tained as maximum value of this curve. In the following, by
NFV and NFV deviations we refer to the median and the
IQR of the NFV samples at one centerline position, respec-
tively.

We observed that the IQRs are the most interesting part
of the box plots, since outliers, especially behind the valve,
may reach unrealistic values such as 10 or 200 ml and thus
barely provide further insight. Therefore, we modified the
visualization by changing the box plots to a continuous area
and removing the whiskers for the minimum and maximum.
In addition, this visualization is independent from the center-
line length, since no number of box plots needs to be speci-
fied. Figure 4a and 4b show a comparison.

The user has the option to limit the evaluation to a part of
the centerline in between two specified planes. This can be
useful, e.g., if the segmentation contains parts of the ventri-
cles that shall be excluded from the calculation. Addition-
ally, if only the SV and RF are of interest, a restriction to the
ascending aorta or pulmonary trunk considerably reduces the
computational effort.
Plausible Net Flow Volume Development: Our collaborat-
ing cardiologists and radiologists expect a continuous de-
crease of the NFV after the SV. This is due to smaller ves-
sels that branch off the main vessel and supply blood to
certain regions of the body. Yet, even our robust quantifi-
cation is often not able to produce this behavior. Instead,

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4: (a) The net flow volume distributions, obtained
with our systematic evaluation of plane angulations for each
point of the centerline, are shown as box plots, where the yel-
low boxes represent the interquartile ranges (IQRs). (b) A
modified visualization that is independent from the number
of box plots shows the IQR as yellow area graph. (c) The fit-
ted, physiologically plausible functions for the net, forward
and backward flow volume are shown in red, green and or-
ange, respectively. The resulting percentaged backward flow
volume curve is shown in blue. 84.33 ml SV and 12.95% RF
were determined in this patient with an ectatic ascending
aorta. The location is marked by the black vertical line.

physiologically implausible local minima and maxima oc-
cur. Therefore, we describe a method to enforce this behav-
ior by fitting a monotonous function to the partial NFV func-
tion (thin blue curve in Figure 4) right of the SV. In our im-
plementation, this non-trivial task is realized with an itera-
tive cubic, non-linearity penalizing spline fitting (ALGLIB).
High and low penalization parameters ρ lead to linear least
squares approximation and interpolation, respectively. Our
procedure is initialized with ρ = −5. After the spline is fit-
ted, its monotonicity is determined by evaluating the signs
of all first derivatives. If it is not monotonous, ρ is slightly
increased by 0.1, otherwise the loop stops.

All NFVs between the valve and SV location cannot be
lower than the SV and thus are set to the SV as a correction.
Unfortunately, C0 continuity of the fitted monotonous func-
tion right and corrected function left of the SV is not guar-
anteed. As a remedy, both functions are concatenated and
smoothed in 15 iterations using a one-dimensional binomial
filter with kernel size 5. This is solely performed to increase
the visual quality of the diagrams. Therefore, no further pa-
rameter analysis is necessary at this point. Figure 4c shows
the resulting function in red.

The NFV only decreases due to branching vessels and
is constant in vessel sections between two junctions. Fol-
lowing this, the question may arise why no step function is
employed as model. This approach would require the loca-
tions of all branches and, more critical, a guarantee that all
branches are present in the segmentation. The latter is prob-
lematic because of limited data resolution and low contrast
in smaller vessels due to typically lower flow velocities.
Regurgitation Fraction Determination: The RF is obtained
as PBFV at the SV location. If desired, monotonous func-
tions for the FFV, BFV and PBFV can be fitted in the same
manner as for the NFV. An example is depicted in Figure 4c.
The tasks are independent from one another and thus can be
performed in parallel threads on the CPU.

5.4 Evaluation of Bifurcations
In the following, the extension of our method for branch-
ing vessels such as the pulmonary artery (PA) is described.
The user is required to specify three planes as an initializa-
tion. The first one is located at the beginning of the main
vessel Vmain, the second and third are located at the end of
the branches B0 and B1. Figure 5a shows an example where
Vmain is the pulmonary trunk that splits into the left and right
PA which is B0 and B1, respectively. A new branching cen-
terline is calculated that starts at the closest point on the ves-
sel surface to the center of the first plane and ends at the
corresponding points from the second and third plane. After-
wards, the centerline is split into Vmain, B0, B1 and the junc-
tion [AS04] (VMTK). Our method for junction-free center-
lines is then applied to each part separately (recall Section
5.3). However, monotonous NFV functions are only fitted
for B0 and B1. We assume that they are the only branching
vessels from Vmain. In case of the PA this is a fact. Therefore,
we set the NFV in Vmain constant to the SV. Artificial tran-
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Junction as artificial spline transition
Figure 5: Plausible net flow volume (NFV) development for branching vessels. (a) High velocity flow during diastole depicts
the pulmonary insufficiency of this patient with tetralogy of Fallot. The user is required to specify planes in the main vessel
(here: pulmonary trunk (PT)) that splits into two branches (here: left (LPA) and right pulmonary artery (RPA)). (b) The yellow,
blue, and green area show the IQRs in the main vessel (PT), first (RPA) and second branch (LPA), respectively. The NFV of the
main vessel is set constant to the SV (red line). The blue and green dashed line show the fitted monotonous NFV function for
the RPA and LPA, respectively. The black vertical line marks the beginning of the branches. Thus, the junction is between the
end of the red and the black vertical line. A NFV correction is performed for each branch to ensure that the sum of the NFVs at
the branch beginnings equals the NFV of the main branch (in this case the SV). The results are shown as green and blue solid
curve. The RPA NFV was corrected by 8.61 ml to a total of 52.39 ml and the LPA NFV by 5.1 ml to 31.03 ml. Their sum equals
the 83.42 ml that came from the PT.

sitions that connect the constant NFV / SV from Vmain with
the monotonous NFV curves of B0 and B1 in the plot are cre-
ated using cubic Hermite splines (ALGLIB). They represent
the junction. The same is performed for the upper and lower
boundaries of the IQR area visualizations.

Based on physiologic considerations, we may assume that
the sum of the NFVs at the beginning of the branches
(NFV(B0) and NFV(B1)) equals the NFV (SV in case of the
PA) from Vmain (NFV(Vmain)). Despite using our proposed
quantification with increased robustness, this is not always
the case. Thus, a correction step is performed:

NFVdiff = NFV(Vmain)− (NFV(B0)+NFV(B1))

NFV(B0)
+
=

NFVdiff ·NFV(B0)

NFV(B0)+NFV(B1)

NFV(B1)
+
=

NFVdiff ·NFV(B1)

NFV(B0)+NFV(B1)
(6)

The plot includes both the fitted monotonous NFV functions
before and after correction. Additionally, the IQR, which can
be considered as uncertainty, of B0 and B1 is increased by
the values of the corresponding NFV corrections. The upper
IQR boundary is increased in case of a positive correction,
otherwise the lower IQR boundary is decreased. However,
the ratio of NFV(B0) and NFV(B1) before and after correc-
tion is the same. Figure 5b shows an example.

6 Results
This section contains an informal evaluation based on se-
lected datasets and a subsequent discussion that includes a
justification of employed default parameters.

6.1 Informal Evaluation
We present six selected, anonymized datasets that were dis-
cussed with each two collaborating radiologists and cardi-
ologists. The evaluation was performed informally, i.e., no
specific tasks had to be solved. The robust NFV quantifica-
tion for the whole centerline, SV and RF determination as
well as monotonous function fitting took about 30 seconds
on average per dataset on a GeForce GTX 680 and Intel i7-
3930K. All images were directly captured from our software
which is used by our clinical collaborators for research pur-
poses.
Healthy Volunteer: The first dataset shows a healthy vol-
unteer. Figure 6a illustrates the result of our procedure.
The highest NFV deviations and thus sensitivity to differ-
ent plane angulations were detected in the ascending aorta
and at the beginning of the aortic arch. Two likely reasons
can be identified from the discussion with the experts. On
the one hand, there is a physiological helix during systole.
Regions with laminar flow seem to be less susceptible. On
the other hand, different angulations of planes close to the
valve have, from the outset, higher potential to cause devi-
ations since the highest flow rates are present in this vessel
section.

The NFVs show a physiologically implausible local min-
imum at about one third of the centerline, where the aortic
arch ends. A possible explanation is a small segmentation er-
ror. The vessel diameter in and after the aortic arch is 1.5 cm
but decreases to 1.24 cm at the transition. Figure 6c shows
the systolic flow and a measuring plane close to the valve,
where our method determined 79.96 ml SV. A RF of 0.08%
indicates a properly functioning aortic valve.
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Figure 6: (a, c) The plane with the SV is located in the ascending aorta of this healthy volunteer. A local NFV minimum at the
end of the aortic arch might be due to a potential segmentation inaccuracy. (b, d) A large systolic vortex in the dilated ascending
aorta of this BAV patient causes high NFV deviations and a SV that is not located directly above the valve. The upper diagram
shows the NFV development when only one perpendicular measuring plane per centerline position is evaluated. Our method
(lower diagram) alleviates the problem of quantified NFVs close to 0 ml.

BAV Patient with Dilated Ascending Aorta: This patient has
a bicuspid aortic valve (BAV). The upper diagram in Fig-
ure 6b shows the NFVs along the vessel course when one
orthogonally aligned measuring plane per centerline posi-
tion is evaluated. A nearly vanishing value at the beginning
is conspicuous. Qualitative flow analysis reveals prominent
systolic vortex flow in the abnormally widened ascending
aorta. This is likely the cause for the enormous deviations
in this vessel section. Our robust NFV procedure alleviates
the problem, as shown in the lower diagram of Figure 6b.
Figure 6d shows the systolic vortex flow and the location of
the plane where 136.9 ml SV were determined. Contrary to
the employed heuristic, this is not located directly above the
valve but rather at the end of the vortex.

The conventionally quantified RF ranges from 3% to 47%.
The experts did agree on an increased amount of retrograde
flow, but struggled to specify a concrete value. Our method
determined 4.16% RF, which lies within the physiological
range.

Figure 4 shows a similar patient with vortex flow in the
ectatic ascending aorta. The same high sensitivity to dif-
ferent plane angulations was observed. Figure 7 shows the
patient’s healthy pulmonary artery. The determined SVs of
80.05 ml and 84.33 ml in the pulmonary artery and aorta,
respectively, are physiologically plausible since both values
are approximately equal.
Coarctation Patient: The next patient has an aortic coarcta-
tion. Qualitative flow analysis shows three systolic vortices:
a slight helix above the aortic valve, a small vortex before
the narrowing and one large helix in the post-stenotic vessel

section, illustrated in Figure 8c. Figure 8a shows the NFV
deviations along the centerline. There is a local NFV mini-
mum in the coarctation at about one third of the centerline,
which again is considered as physiologically implausible. In
addition to potential segmentation inaccuracies like in the
healthy volunteer, this might be due to the low data resolu-
tion. The vessel diameter shrinks about 50% in the narrowed
region. Consequently, it is represented by far less voxels,
which enhances partial volume effects.

The highest NFV deviations occur in the post-stenotic ves-
sel section, approximately in the middle of the centerline, di-
rectly behind the local maximum. This is where the largest
vortex is present. The collaborating experts agree that this is
the likely cause for the quantification uncertainties. In con-
trast to the previous BAV patient, the location of the deter-
mined 127.7 ml SV is close to the aortic valve despite of the
slight helix.

Figure 7: Healthy pulmonary artery of a patient with dilated
ascending aorta (see Figure 4). 49.48 ml and 30.57 ml of the
80.05 ml stroke volume (red) flow into the right (blue) and
left pulmonary artery (green), respectively.
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(c) (d)
Figure 8: The SVs in both patients, shown by the planes, were determined close to the valves despite of slight systolic helices.
(a, c) A local NFV minimum occurs in the patient’s coarctation. The post-stenotic region shows the highest NFV deviations
probably due to the large systolic helix. (b, d) Numerous local NFV minima are located in bent vessel sections (1-3) of this
patient with a bypass.

Bypass Patient: An extraanatomic bypass surgery was per-
formed to treat this patient’s former coarctation. The al-
tered vessel shape promotes the formation of systolic vor-
tex flow in the ascending aorta, shown in Figure 8d. The
obtained diagram is presented in Figure 8b. The SV is lo-
cated close to the valve despite of the slight helix, like in
the previous patient. Moreover, a number of local NFV min-
ima and maxima is noticeable especially at the beginning of
the bypass. The numbers 1 to 3 help to connect the diagram
with centerline positions. A possible explanation is that par-
tial volume effects make it difficult to capture the quickly
changing flow directions in curved vessel sections. However,
our monotonous function fitting produces a physiologically
plausible NFV development along the centerline.
Tetralogy of Fallot Patient: A surgical correction was per-
formed in this patient with tetralogy of Fallot. The pul-
monary insufficiency progressed to a severe state with nearly
25% RF. Figure 5a illustrates the diastolic backward flow
in the pulmonary artery. Vortex flow is present in the pul-
monary trunk and right pulmonary artery during systole as
well as diastole. Our robust quantification for bifurcations,
shown in Figure 5b, determined 83.42 ml SV that splits
into 52.39 ml and 31.03 ml for the right and left pulmonary
artery, respectively. This is physiologically plausible since
the right half of the lung consists of three lobes, whereas
the left half of the lung with two lobes is smaller due to the
neighboring heart.

6.2 Discussion
The user’s responsibility is to generate a valid segmentation
and centerline. For bifurcations, three planes are required
which are located in the origin and the two branches. Rea-
sonable default values for other parameters are investigated
at the end of this section.

The sensitivity to different plane angulations was visual-
ized as area graphs that represent the middle 50% (interquar-
tile range, IQR) of box plots. Especially prominent vortex

flow seems to cause high uncertainties since corresponding
vessel sections show large IQRs. High variations led to care-
ful result interpretations, whereas small deviations created
trust.

Contrary to the assumptions, the SVs were not always de-
termined directly above the valve. This is a serious error po-
tential for the common 2D PC-MRI standard in addition to
the plane angulation that is required before the acquisition.
Though, the automatically obtained SVs show good corre-
spondence with the expected results estimated by our col-
laborating experts using conventional methods. The SVs are
expected between the aortic or pulmonary valve and the lo-
cation where the first vessel branches off. In the pulmonary
artery this is the junction where it splits into left and right. In
the aorta, the small coronary arteries close behind the valve
are neglected since they receive only a marginal amount of
blood (about 5%). Thus, the location is shortly after the be-
ginning of the aortic arch, where the brachiocephalic artery
is located. If solely the SV or RF is of interest, a priori
knowledge can speed up our robust quantification method
by restricting the calculations to the corresponding vessel
sections. The user can specify two planes as start and end
position for this purpose.

We described a method to analyze bifurcations. The algo-
rithmic adaption to three or more branches is simple. Yet,
the resulting plot visualization may become cluttered if two
or more branches receive approximately the same volume of
blood. In this case, the subgraphs, especially the IQR areas,
would overlap. Fortunately, this problem is of minor rele-
vance for the pulmonary artery since the right pulmonary
artery normally receives more blood due to the larger right
half of the lung.
Sample Generation Parameter Evaluation: Reasonable de-
fault values increase the practical applicability of our
method. We experimentally determined an appropriate stan-
dard configuration during the development process, which
is a grid size of ~g = 50× 50, an angulation tolerance α =
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π/4 =̂ 45o and Poisson-distributed angulation samples with
a minimum distance of dmin = 0.075 on the unit sphere sur-
face (recall Section 5.2). The validation of these parameters
is shown exemplary for the SV determination in the BAV pa-
tient (recall Section 6.1), which represents our experiences
for all datasets.

New angulation samples are generated for each plane eval-
uation. Thus, every SV analysis is repeated 100 times per
parameter set. The defaults produce 136.9±0.87 ml, which
is the samples’ mean plus minus the standard deviation (std).

Modifications of α produced 146.48± 1.27 ml for 15o,
143.24± 1.35 ml for 30o, 136.9± 0.87 ml for the default
45o, 136.61±0.87 ml for 60o, 150.64±1.18 ml for 75o and
163.48± 1.1 ml for 90o. The stds were lowest for 45o and
60o and the best agreement with 140 ml SV estimated by the
experts was achieved with α ∈ [30o,60o]. As a consequence,
α = π/4 = 45o, the middle of this range, seems appropriate
as default value.

Altered grid sizes produced 130.08± 0.53 ml for 5× 5,
136.75± 1.52 ml for 25× 25, 136.9± 0.87 ml for the de-
fault 50×50, 136.66±0.36 ml for 75×75 and 135.47±0.92
ml for 100× 100. There were no significant changes above
grid sizes of 25× 25. Though, planes that are fitted to large
aneurysms with, e.g., 55 mm vessel diameter have isotropic
rectangle sizes of 55/25 = 2.2 mm in 25× 25 grids. To en-
sure that the rectangles are smaller than our data’s finest res-
olution of 1.77 mm in one dimension, we use 50×50 grids
as default.

Altered dmin of the Poisson distribution produce 138.73±
2.84 ml for 0.165 (≈50 samples), 136.65± 1.51 ml for
0.1 (≈125 samples), 136.9± 0.87 ml for the default 0.075
(≈200 samples) and 135.76±0.64 ml for 0.05 (≈500 sam-
ples). Standard uniform distribution (recall Section 5.2)
yields 140.19± 10.81 ml for 50 samples, 137.35± 6.38 ml
for 125 samples, 137.66± 5.32 ml for 200 samples and
135.06± 3.18 ml for 500 samples. The stds from Poisson
distribution are significantly lower than from uniform distri-
bution. It was below 1 ml for dmin = 0.075 and reduced only
marginally with more samples. The difference between both
distributions decreases with an increasing number of sam-
ples. However, Poisson distribution requires fewer samples
to achieve sufficient results. The higher costs for angulation
generation are not substantial. Summarizing, the sample dis-
tribution has the highest influence on the results.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a method to robustly determine net flow (NFV)
and stroke volumes (SV) as well as percentaged backward
flow volumes (PBFV) and regurgitation fractions (RF) in
cardiac 4D PC-MRI data of the aorta and pulmonary artery.
The procedure was developed in close collaboration with
cardiologists and radiologists and represents an automation
of their manual approach. Statistical information and uncer-
tainties were presented as area graphs which were derived
from common box plots. The experts’ expectations were
employed as heuristics to establish a procedure that creates

physiologically plausible NFV developments along the ves-
sel course. The GPU’s computing power was exploited to
achieve average calculation times of 30 seconds.

In addition to segmentation inaccuracies and partial vol-
ume effects, prominent vortex flow was identified as main
cause for uncertainties. Against the assumption, the SV was
not in all cases obtained directly above the aortic or pul-
monary valve. This is a source of potential errors for the cur-
rent 2D PC-MRI standard since the default is to use a plane
above the valve that is orthogonal to the vessel’s centerline.
The robust determination of PBFVs and RFs is of particu-
lar importance for the discussion of appropriate treatments.
The monotonous function fitting for both junction-free and
branching vessels was able to generate physiologically plau-
sible NFV developments.

Due to reasonable default parameters the only required
user input is a vessel segmentation and centerline, which
both exploit expert knowledge. Hence, our procedure is eli-
gible to be part of an automatic data evaluation procedure in
the future that supports clinical report generation. Branching
vessels additionally need a specification of the main vessels
as well as the branches by placing planes inside each vessel
section.

Until now, SV and RF quantification requires knowledge
of highly specialized experts on the cardiovascular system
and its hemodynamics. Our method reduces this to mainly
anatomical knowledge. However, the newly enabled uncer-
tainty assessment still needs experience. More sophisticated
visualizations might support the interpretation in the future.
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